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I don’t know about you, but hasn’t this year gone quickly? I can’t believe it 
was back in June when we launched the first edition of BW, and here we 
are approaching Christmas and on the third edition. Thanks so much to you 
all for your support thus far – let’s hope we can continue to get bigger and 
better in 2019.

I feel I do need to mention that the past couple of months have been 
a very difficult time for our MD Helen. In October, her daughter Rachael’s 
partner died aged just 43 after a short illness; Dave Townsley, a leading 
north-east businessman and local councillor, occasionally attended Phil 
Ascough’s supper club with Helen, as well as our BW events. I met him a 
couple of times and I’m sad that I never got to know him better, though he 
was a good friend of BW’s Steve and Craig, and Helen tells me he offered 
her endless support when she set up BW. She added: “Dave was a true 
gentleman, entrepreneur and a great father to his two young daughters, 
Lizzie and Hattie, and we’re going to miss him so much, but most of all I 
know how happy he made my daughter and how much they loved each 
other. I was so looking forward to him becoming part of our family, but 
tragically it was not to be.”

Then, just days after Dave passed away, Helen’s other daughter Steph, 
her partner and three children were involved in a serious car accident, 
leaving the adults in intensive care and the eldest girl in hospital for a week. 
I’m hugely relieved they are all now on the mend, though the parents have 
a long road to recovery ahead. 

All of this points up, of course, how life can change in an instant. Targets, 
results, profits… none of it really matters when stuff like this happens. And 
I am pretty confident that what goes around, comes around, and that Helen 
can draw on the support of the business community at this testing time. 
Obviously, she’s had to take quite a bit of time out, and the BW team have 
pulled out the stops to make sure this issue reaches you. 

Our third networking event, which will also mark the launch of issue 3,  
will be at the DoubleTree by Hilton Hull’s 
Lexington Bar on December 13, and it would 
be brilliant to see you there. I’d also like to wish 
you all a very merry Christmas and a happy and 
prosperous new year.

Sam Hawcroft, BW Editor
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Trustees behind a campaign to bring a 
former steam trawler back to its home 
in Hull are promoting the Viola with a 
message in a bottle after securing their first 
sponsorship deal.
The partnership has given the owners of 
Hotham’s Distillery a licence to produce 
a special brand of their hand-crafted gin 
which will carry the Viola lifebelt logo on 
its label.
Emma Kinton and Simon Pownall, who 
opened their distillery in Hepworth 
Arcade, Hull, earlier this year, have started 
production and are now taking orders for 
Christmas and beyond.
The deal was struck when Emma and 
Simon heard about the Viola campaign and 
decided to name their new still after the 
ship, which was built in Beverley in 1906 
and now sits on a beach at Grytviken, South 
Georgia.
They already had smaller stills named after 
celebrities with a strong Hull connection, 
including Sir Tom Courtenay, Reece 
Shearsmith, John Godber and Paul Heaton. 
Emma said: “We were learning how to sail 
last year and we saw some fliers promoting 
the Viola campaign. We wanted to do 
something to support that and decided it 
would be the ideal name for our new still.
“Then we spoke to some of the people 
from the Viola Trust and between us 
came up with the idea of producing a 
gin dedicated to the ship and to the 
campaign.”

A leading local restaurant group has 
completed the overhaul of its venues by 
following a high-profile closure with two 
top-quality openings.
1884 Restaurants announced the closure of 
1884 Dock Street Kitchen in June and urged 
disappointed diners to wait and see as it 
worked on plans for the new ventures.
During November the company opened 
Steak\1884 and Cucina\1884 within days of 
each other. It also continues to operate 1884 
Wine & Tapas Bar, which opened in 2015 in 
Wellington Street West at the corner of Hull 

Marina and won the restaurant category of 
the REYTAs within 12 months of its launch.
Cucina\1884 takes the acclaimed brand to 
Hessle, and a prime site on the corner of 
Ferriby Road and the Weir. It has created 
15 jobs with a restaurant that brings a mix 
of classic and contemporary Italian cuisine 
using local produce and authentic, imported 
ingredients.
Natural light floods into the building 
through picture windows, and diners have 
a choice of intimate tables for two, larger 
settings for groups or seats at the counter 

Emma produced three different varieties of 
gin and the trustees added a tasting session 
to the agenda of their latest meeting 
at Andrew Jackson solicitors, who then 
drew up an agreement that will see the 
campaign receive a donation from every 
bottle sold.
The trustees opted for a traditional Old 
Tom-style gin, but the other candidates – a 
London Dry gin and a citrus gin – may yet 
reappear as discussions continue about 
offering a range of Viola gins including a 
more potent Navy Strength version.
Emma said: “The Viola is an important 
part of Hull’s history and we hope this 
will help to raise its profile and support 
the fundraising campaign. We’ve already 
had a lot of orders for corporate gifts for 
Christmas and we expect to hear from a lot 
more people who want to buy something 
really unique which supports Hull’s heritage.

“Once the Christmas rush is out of the way 
we will be working on plans for an official 
launch of the Viola gin, maybe with some 
new ideas for maritime cocktails!”
Paul Escreet, chairman of SMS Towage 
and of the Viola Trust, said: “Hotham’s 
Distillery is a fascinating business and they 
have offered us a wonderful opportunity to 
promote the Viola campaign.
“We’re confident this will be a very 
successful partnership, promoting the 
expertise and innovation behind Hotham’s 
Distillery and raising awareness and money 
for the campaign to bring the Viola back to 
Hull.” l
To find out more about Hothams and to 
place an order for Viola gin please visit 
www.hothams.co.uk
To find out more about the Viola 
campaign and to make a donation 
please visit www.violatrawler.net

Gin partnership is 
just the tonic for 
Viola campaign

1884 group adds to restaurant scene with double opening

Emma Kinton and Paul Escreet tasting the prototype Viola gin in Hotham’s Distillery.

Restaurant director Jane Cook with head chef 
Mark Langton and front of house manager Matti 

Kiviniemi
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to experience the heat of the kitchen first-
hand – viewing preparation and cooking 
techniques, and chatting to the chefs.
Jane Cook, director of Cucina\1884, said: 
“The building used to be a restaurant, but 
our vision has always been for something 
completely different, something unique in 
Hull and East Yorkshire, and we have not 
compromised on that.
“The other restaurants in the 1884 group 
each set new standards when they opened 
and we have done the same. There are 
other restaurants which give diners a view 

Humberside Engineering Training 
Association (HETA) welcomed back 
former learners who are now making 
their mark in industry as they celebrated 
the achievements of their latest crop of 
apprentices.
Among them was Andrew Denford, 
founder and chairman of F1 in Schools and 
an apprentice at HETA 40 years ago.
Also returning to share their stories at 
the annual awards nights were former 
apprentices Chris Sadler, who addressed 
an audience from HETA’s south bank sites, 
and Elliott Greenfield and Ben Cody, who 
told apprentices in Hull how they took 
the Higher National Certificate (HNC) and 
Higher National Diploma (HND) route to 
degrees in engineering.
Iain Elliott, chief executive of HETA, 
highlighted the career progress of all four 
alumni and challenged the cohort who left 
the company earlier this year to become 
role models themselves. Iain also outlined 
HETA’s progress, with the business now 
settled in a new £4.5 million training centre 
in Hull and welcoming record numbers of 
female apprentices.
He said: “You are HETA’s best advocates and 
ambassadors to spread the word about what 
we do and to try and attract more people 
into engineering because Humberside needs 
them and the country needs them.”
Andrew, the main speaker at the Hull event, 
displayed a drill he made during his year 
at HETA in 1978 and said engineering was 
an alien concept at his school but he was 
introduced to it by his father.
He told how he soon learned that HETA 
was not like school – it was real work 
and helped to develop the key life and 
employability skills including tenacity, 

resilience and punctuality, which a leading 
figure in industry later told him he struggled 
to find in new recruits.
He said: “If you want to move on you will 
need those skills. If you can get those skills 
and build it into your job you have cracked 
it.”
Elliott offered encouragement to the 
learners by telling how he chose the 
apprentice route over college courses and 
progressed to rewarding roles with Attric 
and now Perenco.
He said: “Every company in this room is 
investing in you and wants to see you 
progress. Doing my HNC and HND allowed 
me to open doors and do exciting projects 
and to do something that I never thought I 
would ever do – go to university and get a 
degree.”
Ben, who started with HETA in 2012, also 
achieved a degree and is now working as 
an engineering supervisor with Amazon in 
Doncaster.
He told the audience: “It really has been 
a great opportunity for me. While you are 

doing it everything feels like really hard work 
but once you are finished you look back and 
you are really glad that you did it.”
Chris, who addressed learners from HETA’s 
sites in Stallingborough and Foxhills, told 
of the progress he had made since he 
attended a similar awards night four years 
ago. He now works as a control and power 
technician at Total Lindsey Oil Refinery, 
where he won the apprentice of the year 
award and now has the opportunity to 
work towards a degree.
He said: “I worked hard to attain the things 
I did and always tried to achieve my best. 
I also had an excellent support network 
around me especially from my personal 
mentor. I am by no means the best at what I 
do – the list of stupid mistakes I have made, 
especially during my training is probably 
endless and there are without a doubt 
people in this room much more capable and 
much smarter than me. There is no reason 
at all why any of you can’t and won’t have 
the same opportunity and achieve the same 
things that I have, if not greater.” l

into the kitchen but this is an interactive 
as it gets. People can see everything from 
the prep to the wood-fired pizza oven and 
the grill to the garnishes. If they have any 
questions or comments they can speak 
directly to the chefs. There are no secrets, 
and no hiding places!”
Steak\1884 has opened in Humber Street 
under James MacLeod-Birch, the former 
director of 1884 Dock Street Kitchen who 
has been joined by head chef Laura Waller 
and deputy general manager Gary Laughton 
– both part of the senior management team 

that helped Dock Street Kitchen secure a 
string of regional and national restaurant 
awards as well as glowing reviews from 
national food critics.
James, who heads a team of about 12, 
said: “It is different from anywhere else in 
the area. There are places that serve good 
steaks but this is a step up. The building is 
in the style of a Manhattan steakhouse with 
its green leather and touches of art deco, 
and it’s just the right size to really focus on 
service, providing an engaging experience in 
an intimate environment.” l

HETA alumni give apprentices a glimpse of the future

Andrew Denford (left) with the drill which he made 40 years ago, Elliott Greenfield (centre) 
and Iain Elliott at the awards ceremony in Hull
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Danbrit logistics service span the Humber – www.danbrit.co.uk

A death-defying former Special Forces 
sergeant and a double World Paratriathlon 
Champion shared the stage with 
inspirational speakers from business to 
challenge an influential audience to think 
their way to improved performance.
Jason Fox, who has starred in the Channel 4 
shows SAS: Who Dares Wins and Inside the 
Real Narcos since ending an action-packed 
military career, told business leaders how 
he defied the odds and intense emotional 
turmoil to succeed when lives were on the 
line.
Steve Judge told how he learned to walk 
again after almost losing both his legs in 
a freak car accident, before powering to 
become World Paratriathlon Champion in 
2011 and 2012.
They were supported by mainstream 
motivational business speakers Leanne 
Spencer, founder of Bodyshot Performance, 
and Martin Johnson, CEO of Hull-based 
Trans2 Performance and the man behind 
the T2 Talks programme.
Key figures from businesses including 

KCOM, Siemens Gamesa, 
Smith and Nephew and 
MKM attended the event 
billed as An Evening of 
Inspiration and Motivation 
and presented by Trans2 at 
the Deep.
Sue Murdoch, HR director 
of KCOM, said: “The way 
Martin puts things across 
is very impactful – he gets 
under the skin of a business. 
Also he’s from Hull and 
we are a Hull business. Helping other Hull 
businesses to succeed is an important part 
of what we are about. We want to help him 
succeed because he’s helping us succeed.”
Martin, who launched T2 Talks in 2015, 
told the audience: “We have got to stop 
worrying about stress and worrying about 
worry. As leaders in business you carry the 
greatest influence over putting people in a 
challenge or threat state. Stop focusing on 
what you want people to avoid.”
Steve Judge, a former mechanical engineer 

and maintenance fitter in a coal mine, told 
how he used his skills to adapt an exercise 
bike to enable him to pedal even when 
his right leg was in a protective cage. He 
embarked on a new career as an athlete 
and built his own business as a speaker and 
life coach.
He said: “When people told me I couldn’t 
do something I found a way. Don’t lean 
on your excuses. Turn your excuses into 
challenges. There’s no such thing as failure, 
only feedback.” l

Top businesses learn lessons of emotional resilience
Steve Judge
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A gem in the legal market

Regional law 
firm Bridge 
McFarland 

has once again 
been recognised 

by two leading 
guides to the legal 
profession, gaining 

accolades across 
numerous areas of 

expertise.

Bridge McFarland, which has offices across 
the Humber region, only started offering 
commercial legal services from its Hull 
office six years ago. Now it is ranked in 
several categories in both the Legal 500 and 
Chambers and Partners guides, alongside 
law firms that have been established in the 
area for hundreds of years. The Legal 500 
described Bridge McFarland as “a gem in the 
Hull legal market”.

Rob Ripley, head of dispute resolution, 
was described by the Legal 500 as heading 
“a brilliant team of exceptional litigators”. 
He explained some of the factors that had 
contributed to Bridge McFarland’s increasing 
reputation. “We are very selective when it 
comes to bringing new people into the firm 
and work hard to support and train up new 
lawyers internally,” said Rob. “Many of our 
partners started out at the better-known and 
larger firms but made a collective choice to 
break out and offer the business community in 
Hull something a bit different. We all share the 
same vision: to provide expert legal services in 
a practical and commercial way, while offering 
our clients quality of service and value for 
money.” 

These themes run right through the 
recommendations from both industry guides, 
which are based on extensive client research. 
The dispute resolution team, which alongside 

Rob Ripley includes partners Mike Wilson and 
Lydia Hamnett, is described as “exceptional” 
and having “a commercial approach to find 
the best possible solutions”. The team’s 
expertise includes contract disputes, business 
sale disputes, restrictive covenants, property 
litigation, professional negligence claims and 
insolvency matters. 

Bridge McFarland’s employment team 
is also described by the Legal 500 as 
“exceptional” and “outstanding in service 
and cost-effective in practice”. The team, 
which acts for local and national companies 
in a range of employment matters, as well 
as for senior employees, is praised for being 
“quick to respond and having a strong 
commercial understanding”. Partners Lee 
Whiting and Nicola Barrass are both personally 
recommended, receiving praise from clients 
for their legal knowledge and pragmatic 
advice. 

“The team at Bridge McFarland is absolutely 
focused on offering value for money without 
compromising on expertise and service” said 
Lee. “We offer retainers, fixed-fee services and 
insurance against tribunal costs and awards. 
We know that our fees are competitive.” 

The future for the firm certainly looks 
bright. It continues to expand, having just 
recruited a new partner, Rachel Foulkes, to 
lead its conveyancing team in Hull. l

Tel. 01482 320 620

www.bridgemcfarland.co.uk

“We are very selective 
when it comes to
bringing new people 
into the firm and
work hard to support 
and train up new
lawyers internally.”

‘‘
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Sam Hawcroft talks to 
Marketing Humber’s Diana 
Taylor and Andy Parkinson 

about their work to promote the 
region on the world stage.

f you’re in business in the Humber area, it’s likely you 
will have heard of Bondholders; your company is probably 
already part of this influential network. If you haven’t, then 
you’re missing out – both on the opportunity to access a 
wealth of practical knowledge and business networks, but, 
even more importantly, to play your part in shaping our 
region’s long-term future. 

The people behind Marketing Humber – delivered by 
Bondholders – work passionately to put fire in the bellies 
of businesses great and small, urging them to drive the 
“game-changing” projects that will capitalise on the area’s 
unique assets and make it one of the best places in the UK 
to live, work and invest. 

It sounds a grand ambition, but it’s time to think big, say 
Marketing Humber’s managing director Diana Taylor and 
chairman Andy Parkinson, who, as their website says, “are 
charged with the marketing and promotion of the Humber 
on the national and international stage”. 

Marketing Humber is a not-for-profit organisation funded 
solely by its ambassador base, the Bondholders, who 
come from every size and shape of business, from global 

I

‘WE’RE NOT A 
POOR RELATION 
– WE’RE A NEW 

RELATION’

‘WE’RE NOT A 
POOR RELATION 
– WE’RE A NEW 

RELATION’
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“Large global companies and SMEs alike are crucial to the delivery of our economic strategy, and also to 
the promotion of the region.”‘‘

corporations to SMEs and entrepreneurial 
start-ups, and representing the public and 
private sectors as well as charities, schools 
and universities. Diana says, “Marketing 
Humber is our external brand – everything 
we do is delivered by Bondholders. Large 
global companies and SMEs alike are crucial 
to the delivery of our economic strategy, 
and also to the promotion of the region. 
We want our ambassadors to be able to 
have a much stronger voice, so we are 
looking to invite all our ambassadors to join 
us as partners; business, major or principal 
partners.”

Bondholders isn’t a traditional 
membership organisation for networking, 
but networking is often an appreciated 
spin-off from its signature breakfast 
meetings, Humber Tradeshows and newly 
launched Industry Insight events. These 
all offer invaluable opportunities for 
knowledge exchange and building business 
relationships for all ambassadors, as does 
the online portal where they can promote 
their own news, events, job postings, and 

share expertise. The marketinghumber.com 
website also offers dedicated resources 
including detailed sector maps, publicity 
images and brochures. “I have a small 
but dedicated team who deliver this full 
and varied programme, and work hard to 
get the news out to the local community, 
as well as building our UK and global 
networks, brokering partnerships and 
networks that will support the region’s 
growth,” says Diana. “There are many 
organisations here and we all have a critical 
role to play for the region, and we can 
maximise the potential for the region by 
aligning and working together to create 
one voice to the external market. ”

She’s also keen to stress that Bondholders 
has a truly Humber-wide vision. “We work 
incredibly hard to make sure we represent 
all four local authorities across East 
Yorkshire and North Lincolnshire. We hold 
business leader round-tables, which focus 
very much on sector-specific challenges, 
and we have stakeholder dinners, 
ministerial meetings and delegations from 

overseas – all of this is about highlighting 
the opportunities across the whole region 
for investment and collaboration.”

Marketing Humber has been around 
in various guises for just over 20 years. It 
started out as Cityimage, responsible for 
the much-loved cog logo and the “top 10 
city” ambition (both caused derision in the 
early 2000s, when Hull was number one 
in that Crap Towns book). Then came the 
Leeds-based Regional Development Agency 
Yorkshire Forward, which the current 
Bondholders scheme was born out of. It 
was initially focused on Hull, but in 2010 
became Humber-wide. 

The transformation of Hull and the wider 
area since then shows just how much 
can be achieved when stakeholders pull 
together – “one voice” is Diana and Andy’s 
key message. But is there still a perception 
that the Humber is the poor relation in 
terms of the Northern Powerhouse? “I think 
the door is open, and we are gathering 
momentum,” says Diana. “We do need 
to strengthen relationships across the UK, 
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we do need to be as active as possible at 
the Northern Powerhouse table, especially 
after 2017, which has given us a mammoth 
platform to take our vision and ambition 
forward – now is the time to go off and do 
it. I don’t think we’re a poor relation… I 
believe we’re a new relation.”

 “We’ve had a fantastic transition over 
the past 10 years in terms of economic 
growth – almost a renaissance, is how I 
would call it,” adds Andy. “We’ve come 
back from significant economic decline. 
We’ve got some big inward investment 
projects and we’ve seen unemployment fall; 
it’s been a positive period.”

However, he acknowledges that keeping 
this going is the major challenge. “The 
key is what’s going to happen in the 
next five, 10, 15, 20 years ahead for the 
Humber, because it’s becoming increasingly 
competitive for this region to keep growing 
and to keep attracting big investment 
projects here. When you look at different 
parts of the UK, there are some pretty 
well-advanced areas that are very clear on 
what they’re trying to achieve; they’re very 
ambitious, they’ve got clear dialogue with 
government, they have a united business 
voice – so my concern is the Humber 
economy could flatline; what happens if we 
don’t continue the journey we’re on? What 
do we need to do to make the Humber one 
of the best places to be in the UK and what 
would that look like? If Carlsberg did a 
region, how do you make it the best region 
in the world?”

Diana agrees. “The current offering of 
the Humber is significant, the potential 
is still to be realised, and we need to 
shout about it, and that’s what our job 
is – to bring everyone together, create that 
strongest voice possible and promote our 
region for the future. I strongly believe 
we can shout louder – we cannot realise 
our potential unless we all work together 
and we create one voice.” She stresses 
that Marketing Humber also works with 
key partners such as the Local Enterprise 
Partnership (LEP), the Hull & Humber 
Chamber of Commerce, Institute of 
Directors, For Entrepreneurs Only and many 
more – as well as the University of Hull, 
which, with its academic expertise and R&D 
and innovation activity, is uniquely well-
placed to offer support. Marketing Humber 
is also building critical relationships with the 
CBI, EEF, the Northern Powerhouse team 
and the Department for International 
Trade (DIT).  

It will, of course, be down to the next 
generation to ensure these plans come 
to fruition; and last summer, Marketing 
Humber launched its Young Talent Network 
(YTN) following the #whereitbegins 
campaign on social media. “All of our 
businesses, whatever their size, tell us 
that attracting and retaining talent in 
this region is critical to future growth 
and sustainability,” says Diana. Like 
Bondholders, the YTN comprises all sorts 
of businesses and sectors, and has its own 
steering team to lead the programme. 
“Every event reaches out to more young 
talented professionals, entrepreneurs and 
students,” she adds, “and all of these will 
be the makeup of our future. It’s great to 
see the next generation making the strong 
collaborative link across the whole of the 
region. Those links are going to be needed 
if we’re going to deliver on our ambitions 
and really take up our position in the 
Northern Powerhouse.”

Marketing Humber was also behind 
the rebranding of the region as “the UK’s 
energy estuary” – this formed a significant 
strand of the Times supplement, Investing 
on the Humber, which Diana and her team, 
in collaboration with the University of 

Hull, commissioned in summer 2018 (it is 
available to download from the Marketing 
Humber website). It led with a piece by 
former chancellor George Osborne, now 
the chairman of the Northern Powerhouse 
Partnership, arguing that Hull and the 
Humber must be at the heart of the 
Northern Powerhouse if it is to succeed. As 
Andy says, the challenge is to leverage our 
unique assets – especially as the Humber 
lacks scale compared to other regions. “If 
you look at the region’s population sizes, its 
connectivity in and out, we are not going 
to be a massive GDA producer – we don’t 
have the hinterlands to do that. What we 
do have is lots of expertise and strategic 
assets that are very important to UK plc, 
things like the energy estuary concept; it 
started out in power generation, and is 
now all about wind energy, so what does 
the next market look like and how is the 
Humber going to capitalise on that?”

To find the answers, the region needs 
an independent think-tank – a concept 
that has already gained the support of 
numerous businesses around the region, 
and which Andy hopes will become a reality 
next year, with Bondholders as the catalyst. 
At the moment, the message is confused, 
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he says. “There’s so much fragmentation 
in the Humber, so many slightly different 
opinions; the feedback from government 
is that they never get a clear answer on 
what it is we actually want or need or are 
trying to do. What we now need is seven 
or eight game-changing ideas that will 
change the face of the region for the next 
50-100 years. That’s the difference between 
other regions in Europe and around the 
world – the regions that clearly articulate 
their offer and their ambitious plans are 
the ones that are making the most rapid 
progress. We need a think-tank that can 
look at what our strengths and weaknesses 
are, how we work with business and 
industry, how we work with government, 
and start to develop some really concrete, 
transformational projects.”

Another ambition on Andy’s packed 
2019 agenda is to bring this message to 

the capital with the launch of the London 
Humber Ambassadors Club, drawing on 
the support of the financial industry, as well 
as university alumni, many of whom are 
running big businesses in London but still 
have a strong affinity with their Humber 
roots. “What we want to create is more 
of a movement,” says Andy. “I imagine 
it as a London board meeting about the 
Humber, with some sort of office presence 
down there. In an ideal world we’d have 
a think-tank, generating concepts, ideas 
and feasibilities, and take those into the 
meeting in London. This is what we’re 
trying to do – but how do we do it? That’s 
the tricky bit.”

Andy argues that the key is engaging the 
public in the process – something he knows 
a lot about, as the architect of Hull’s City 
Plan, launched in 2013, which has delivered 
numerous projects including the Bonus 

Arena, Siemens and C4Di, with a £24m 
cruise terminal among its most ambitious 
plans. Andy says: “What I’d like to do next 
year is give every single business a bond, 
which will entitle them to come to one free 
event every year where they can come and 
put their ideas forward. There’s no reason 
why we wouldn’t start to do that with the 
community as well.” 

That “one voice” message certainly 
comes through loud and clear, and if you’re 
a small business owner reading this and 
thinking that you can’t possibly have an 
influence on such a grand stage – well, you 
can. As Andy says, “We’re just trying to be 
the catalyst to push that ambition forward. 
There are some great groups doing great 
things in this area, and we’re going to 
need them all – we need everyone to come 
forward and play a part, that’s the only way 
we’ll do this.” l

“The current offering of the Humber is significant, the potential is still to be realised, and we need 
to shout about it, and that’s what our job is – to bring everyone together, create that strongest voice 
possible and promote our region for the future.”

‘‘



Q&A
When was the company established?
We were incorporated in January 2014, specifically to look after the 
air-conditioning systems in more than 300 southern stores of a large UK 
retailer. Since then we’ve built a varied client base throughout the UK 
covering all aspects of refrigeration and air conditioning.

How did the company name come about?
We started out as Cool Air Maintenance, which was generated by 
choosing words with the same initial letters as our children. In 2016 we 
were forced to change our name when another company challenged us 
in a “passing off” claim. It never got any further than solicitors but was 
still a very stressful and difficult time, which resulted in us re-branding as 
CAM Refrigeration & Air Conditioning, keeping the family reference. 

Tell us about the family ethos behind the business.
As joint directors, we manage the business together. We’ve been 
together more than 30 years, married for 11 and have three children. 
Several members of our family are employed by the company; even our 
youngest, who’s only six, holds the title of junior director! Having people 
we trust is very important to us and we choose our employees carefully as 
we are literally inviting them into our family.

What are the benefits to companies working with a family 
business like yours? 
Clients often get to deal directly with 
us and we are committed to running an 
honest and transparent business that 
our customers can rely on. We take 
great pride in our service and with us 
both working at ground level, we can 
lead by example right across the team. 

What’s it like being a married couple in your own business?
It’s not always easy working so closely as a married couple, and we’ve 
certainly faced some difficulties. We can be quite competitive and often 
think very differently, polar opposites even, but with some discussion 
we find meeting in the middle usually provides us with the best option. 
Emma says: “After almost five years of this, I think we underestimate just 
how good we are at managing a business, a family and a relationship.”

What’s in store for the future?
CAM has taken on its first two apprentices this year. Gavin says: “Finding 
good refrigeration engineers is becoming increasingly difficult – so we 
decided to grow our own.”
Having spent a lot of this past year building new working relationships, 
we are looking forward to a very busy 2019 working on a variety of 
commercial and industrial projects around the country.

If you would like to speak to Gavin or Emma and see how their 
business could work with you, you can call the office on 01482 
659846 or email enquiries@cam-ref.com

Gavin and Emma 
Robinson give us 
the lowdown on 
their family-run Hull 
company… 
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The latest must-visit venue in Hull’s Fruit Market has held 
a pre-Christmas opening to introduce itself to customers 
ahead of a full launch in the new year.

J. Johnsons wine bar, bistro and deli opened on 
November 24 to add to the growing reputation of Hull’s 
waterfront district as a culinary hotspot. It follows an 
extensive programme to restore a previously derelict two-
storey building in Humber Street and transform it into the 
regenerated quarter’s newest venue.

It is the latest venture from business partners Chris 
Eastaugh, Jason Gittens and Dan Robinson, owners of the 
successful Butler Whites restaurant in Humber Street and 
Larkin’s in Newland Avenue.

J. Johnsons is named after the late Jack Johnson, a 
legendary figure from when the Fruit Market was the 
centre of Hull’s wholesale fruit and veg trade. With seating 
for 76 diners in total, the opening of the 1,800 sq ft venue 
has created 25 jobs.

Mr Gittens said: “We’ve decided to have an extended 
soft launch for J. Johnsons, so people can pay us a visit and 
enjoy the food, drinks, service and ambience before we 
launch in earnest.

“The run-up to Christmas is such a busy time for us, so 
our chefs will be serving our current Butler Whites menu 
until we launch J. Johnsons’ own menu in January.

“We want to make sure everything is absolutely perfect 
for our customers, so we don’t want to rush the new menu 
for the sake of a few weeks.”

Mr Eastaugh said: “We love the area and we felt this 
was the perfect place to create a venue that complements 
Butler Whites and others in the area.

“The building has so much character and has been 
beautifully restored, so our fit-out has been designed to 
make the very most of the setting and contribute to an 
amazing atmosphere.”

The Fruit Market is enjoying an ongoing wave of 
investment being driven forward by Wykeland Beal, the 
regeneration company formed by commercial developer 
Wykeland Group and housebuilder Beal Homes, as part of 
the Fruit Market LLP joint venture with Hull City Council. l

J. Johnsons makes festive 
debut in Hull’s Fruit Market
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Most firms set their sights on growth – and nothing could be truer for John 
Holland, who with his two business partners is spearheading agricultural 

innovation in East Yorkshire, writes Sam Hawcroft.

THE ONLY 
WAY IS UP

ambridgeHOK is the UK’s leading 
horticultural engineering and glasshouse 
construction company. It’s based in 
Newport, near Brough, but as the name 
suggests, its origins lie in East Anglia. 

In the late 1990s, the Cambridge 
Glasshouse Company (as it was known) 
was based at Comberton before its then-
owner Mike Kendall relocated to East 
Yorkshire, keeping the name because it was 
well-known in the industry. John Holland, 
with his controlled environment experience, 
joined the company in 2001. He was later 
offered a directorship and was involved in 
the 2004 management buyout that led to 
his first foray, with his two partners, into 
owning and running a business. They later 
acquired one of their competitors, HOK 
Engineering, and the name CambridgeHOK 
was born. 

It would be easy to say, “and the rest is 

history”, but that would be to cut a long 
and interesting story short. John began his 
long and varied career as a craft apprentice 
at the Herbert Morris crane yard in 
Loughborough, the closest town to where 
he was brought up. Indeed, the first time 
I met John, I had tried to place his accent 
and got as far as “Midlands” – which 
wasn’t a bad guess, but he acknowledges 
that his Leicestershire twang has been 
much-diluted by his extensive travels. 

After being made redundant in the 
1980s, John took Norman Tebbit’s advice 
and “got on his bike” to find another 
job. He ended up in Portsmouth (which 
would have been a hell of a long bike 
ride, so I assume he used an alternative 
method of transport) as a junior engineer 
working on torpedoes and torpedo launch 
equipment for the MoD, before working on 
private ventures with Marconi Underwater 

Systems. This kickstarted his foreign travel, 
as from there his first overseas visit was to 
Egypt to survey a torpedo launch system 
on a frigate. A spell with Lewmar Marine in 
Portsmouth as a product design engineer 
on all sorts of swish yachts followed, before 
he moved back up to Leicestershire to work 
for the Japanese firm Sanyo Gallenkamp as 
design manager. 

During this time, he began working with 
universities and research companies in the 
aerospace, automotive, electronics and 
horticultural industries. “My background 
was mechanical engineering,” says John, 
“and I did an Open University degree while 
holding down a full-time job, running 
a project that was at that time, in the 
late 1990s, worth over £6 million.” Just 
in case he found himself running out of 
things to do? I suggest. He chuckles, and 
acknowledges that he took the six-year 

C

“I ended up buying a caravan and putting it on a field in Rawcliffe Bridge. Every morning you had to 
go and get your buckets of water topped up.”‘‘
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course on “just to try to make things a bit more painful for myself!” 
After working for Sanyo Gallenkamp for 13 years, John decided it was 

time to move on. One of the jobs he’d been working on at Sanyo was a 
joint project with Cambridge Glasshouse Company, where he was offered 
a position – and so we come full circle to where his CambridgeHOK 
journey began. 

At this time, John was still living with his family in Leicestershire, so his 
new job involved a 170-mile round trip to East Yorkshire every day. He’d 
leave home at 6.30am and not get back until well over 12 hours later; 
after three years, something had to give, especially when the management 
buyout, with Ross Hibbs and Steve Finch, had gone through and a new 
challenge was on the horizon. 

“I never had any preconceived ideas of having my own company; that 
wasn’t in my background at all,” says John – but he took the plunge, and 
felt that at such a crucial time, he needed to spend more time in the office 
than in the car, which meant finding accommodation locally. This usually 
entails a hotel or apartment – not a caravan in a remote field in East 
Yorkshire.

“I didn’t really want to go B&B,” says John. “I needed my own space 
and I didn’t have the money to rent anywhere, so I ended up buying a 
caravan and putting it on a field in Rawcliffe Bridge. Every morning you 
had to go and get your buckets of water topped up, you had to manage 
the toilet facilities – a hole in the ground! – but it did have electrical 
hookup so I could keep nice and warm.

“We had to remortgage our family house and put all our savings into 
it – and this is into something that I’d never even thought about before. It 
was sink or swim, really. After I’d been through two winters in the caravan 
– some mornings you’d have to scrape off the ice so you could have a 
shower – I could see where it was going, so I bought a one-bedroom 
apartment in Brough. It worked for the family because I concentrated on 
work for five days a week.” He went home to his family at weekends, and 
while there was still work to do, it wasn’t so intense, he adds. The family 
eventually moved up to North Lincolnshire, where John still lives now – a 
20-minute drive across the Humber certainly beats heading halfway up 
and down the M1 every day.

One of the initial challenges John and his team encountered was a 
reputation for not completing jobs. “When we took over, there were seven 
pages of customers where jobs had been started but the last few per cent 
hadn’t been finished, so in the first six to nine months we concentrated on 
getting those all cleared off. Since then our policy is, if you start a job and 
you commit to a date, then you achieve that date. That normally happens, 
but now and again you get one that goes a bit wrong, so you have to 
put more resource in to try to pull it back – it’s the reputation that’s very 
important.”

And this reputation has grown and grown – yes, pun intended. 
Alongside the commercial glasshouses, CambridgeHOK’s vertical farming 
systems will surely become even more necessary as worldwide populations 

“Our policy is, if you start a job and you commit to a 
date, then you achieve that date – it’s the reputation 
that’s very important.”

‘‘
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grow and farming space diminishes due to a number of factors including 
urbanisation and, as we have seen during the blazing summer of 2018, 
drought. The company designs and builds vertical farms of all sizes, from 
germination facilities, racking and irrigation, to lighting, electrics and 
climate control. John says: “We work heavily in the research industry 
for the likes of Oxford University, Cambridge University, Southampton, 
Durham, Dundee… also a lot of blue-chip research companies. The vertical 
farm is an adaptation largely of the work I did for Sanyo, but on a much 
bigger commercial scale, so the knowledge gained over the 13-14 years as 
engineer at Sanyo has actually helped the business here.

“We don’t have a policy on size; we’ll work with small growers and 
big growers – we’ve just done a small vertical farm in a container to go 
out to Abu Dhabi, and we’ve got another one in the factory that’s going 
to a college in Kent. At the moment the limit is tall plants; you probably 
wouldn’t want to grow tomatoes because it would be very expensive, so 
we look at the leafy salads, watercresses, the radishes – the small plants 
where you can get a lot of them vertically.”

As Brexit looms, John has mixed feelings, but acknowledges it’s 
difficult to prepare for what might happen. “It could be good and bad 
in equal measures, because we buy an awful lot of stuff from Europe,” 
he says, “but likewise we’re finding the level of inquiries for commercial 
glasshouses and vertical farms is bigger than it’s ever been, so in the short 
term we might have problems getting hold of materials but in the longer 
term the UK may become more self-sufficient. We’re not finding orders 
are dropping, or that people we’re talking to in the market are negative 
about Brexit.”

At the moment, then, John’s considerable energy is focused on 
constantly improving the company’s technology and knowledge base. “In 
the past year we’ve taken on eight people of engineering levels, so we 
need to keep on developing that level so we can respond to what future 
needs are.” Is recruitment a challenge in this area, I wonder? “We do 
find locally that it is quite challenging finding engineers, but that’s pretty 
widespread around the country,” John says. “I wouldn’t say Hull is any 
better or worse than anywhere else.”

John speaks proudly of his “open-door policy”, which he admits sounds 
like a cliché, but it really is the case at CambridgeHOK. “We employ 66 
people, and I sit right in the middle of the engineering department, so 
there are no doors for people to open; Steve, our accounts director, does 
the same. We’ve worked hard over the past 14 years to take people on 
and get the right personalities for the business. We spend a lot of time 
trying to do that and we have some great people here.” 

Just before I go, I ask John one of those obligatory journalist-type 
questions – how old is he? He pauses. He’s reluctant to answer, as he 
certainly doesn’t feel the age he is – he’s still bursting with energy and 
“absolutely flat-out”, as he puts it. Running your own business, as many 
entrepreneurs will agree, is “all-encompassing”, he adds. Well, your trade 
secret is safe with me, John. l

“We’ve worked hard over the past 14 years to take 
people on and get the right personalities for the 
business. We spend a lot of time trying to do that 
and we have some great people here.”

‘‘



FROM THE JAWS OF VICTORY…
I was once asked to help the owners of an office equipment 
company. They had really bad internal relationships between their 
photocopier salesmen (whom the technicians criticised for promising 
the customers all sorts of capabilities that the machines couldn’t 
match) and the technicians/engineers (whom the sales team criticised 
as being negative, lazy, incapable of meeting customer requirements 
and totally unaware of the kind of commercial service levels needed 
in the marketplace).
The owners recognised that this “disconnect” between the two 
sections was damaging sales, customer confidence, internal attitudes 
towards quality and (inevitably) adversely affecting the bottom line.
I suggested that each group would benefit from a process of “work 
shadowing”, each of the other. Technicians could double-up with 
a sales person to see what customers’ expectations and demands 
looked like at first hand and understand those sales “promises” in 
context, and vice versa.
It took some months for all the individuals to complete the process, 
but the improvements came quickly and were dramatic.
Each “side” began to respect and admire the problems that the 
others had to solve. They both came to understand why the 
“others” acted in the way that they did. Each group took a more 
balanced approach – the sales people promised things that could be 
delivered, the technical staff went “the extra mile” to make sure that 
they delivered what the customer wanted.
Working relationships improved, morale lifted, the quality of service 
increased, customer recommendations multiplied, and the bottom 
line responded positively as a direct result. 
So, I suggested that we all celebrate this new success. We should 
have a company night out to cement the new cooperation that we 
were experiencing.
We hired the local go-kart track for the evening, gave everyone and 
their partners an extensive and well varied barbecue and settled 
down for a fun night of togetherness.
And that’s where it all went wrong! 
The sales people set up one team of go-karters, the technicians the 
other. They took the competition seriously – TOO seriously! Baulking, 
nudging, cutting-up the opposition, blocking, even forcing their 
opponents off the track all came into play. Arguments grew about 
who did what, when and to whom, who won which lap and who 
should have won instead.
By the end of the evening, the sales people hated the technicians 
and the technicians hated the sales people all over again. 
Cooperation was over! In one fell swoop I had snatched defeat from 
the jaws of victory.
The moral? “You should always LISTEN to people’s problems around 
you. Understanding their practical difficulties leads to identifying 
effective solutions.”
Just don’t have a competitive celebration event afterwards!

Norman Court reports on 
lessons learned in a lifetime 
of making big business 
decisions…

Court Files
The

Hull Kingston Rovers’ first-team squad swapped their Sunday lunch to 
a Thursday for a visit to 1884 Wine & Tapas Bar as part of a series of 
videos featuring the Robins. 

As Rovers are scheduled to play more than half their home games on 
Sundays during the coming season – which starts on February 1 when 
they host Hull FC – it was decided they should be treated to the new 
Asado Sundays menu.

Restaurant director Deborah Spicer said: “Many of the players have 
been here before and some joined us for the launch of our breakfast 
menu during the summer, but Asado Sundays are a recent innovation 
and given that they’ll be working on a lot of Sundays we wanted to 
make sure they didn’t miss out.

“Hopefully they’ll come and see us again on the days when they’re 
not playing, and we’d also love to see supporters of Hull Kingston 
Rovers – and Hull FC for that matter – join us for pre-match lunches.” l

Hull KR stars treated to top 
eatery’s Sunday best

Vouchers
Our holiday vouchers are 
flexible, you can use them in 
the way that best suits your 
business. 
Here are a few examples of how 
they can be used.

l Credited to the business 
account to cover travel costs

l Offered to highest 
performing staff member 
as an incentive for hitting 
targets

l Split across the team and 
given as Christmas bonus

Benefits
l Discounted business and 

personal travel 

l Better staff motivation, 
morale and retention

l Reduce travel expenditure

l Affordable employee benefit 
and incentive scheme

Email: info@holidayfinderonline.com   l   Website: www.holidayfinderonline.com

Hull Office
Tel: 01482 714005

Scunthorpe Office
Tel: 01724 342779

Prices/Packages
Bronze 

Price: Free 
Discount: 3%

Silver 
Price: £500 per year 

Discount: 5%

Gold 
Price: £1250 per year 

Discount: 10% - also includes a 
£500 Voucher

Platinum 
Price: £2500 per year 

Discount: 10% - also includes a 
£1000 Voucher

Custom packages are available

At Holiday Finder Limited we offer a blended 
business and employee benefit scheme, our 

packages give a business the ability to lower 
their travel costs while also improving staff 

welfare, motivation and retention.

Our prices are affordable for
any business, in fact our bronze

package is actually FREE!
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Providing excellent 
remote accountancy 

services to small 
businesses, 

contractors and the 
legal sector

We take our upkeep of tax law and FRS 
(Financial Reporting Standards) seriously, 
ensuring our clients are always provided with 
the best advice.
Our team provide remote accountancy 
support, reducing your time spent accounting 
and giving you more focus on your 
prosperous vision.
‘Remote Accounting’? 
VOIP telephone systems, cloud accounting, 
cloud-based file sharing and such, we can 
assist your business by becoming your 
external accounts department. Additionally, 
we can cover calls and emails to suppliers, 
chasing supplier invoices and statements.
Dedicated Digital Accountant
On hand daily with unlimited advice, 
completing tax matters and contacting HMRC 
on your behalf.
Services
Accounts, Tax, Bookkeeping, Payroll and CIS, 
VAT, Remote Accounting, Financial and Legal 
advice.
Xero
As accountants, we work with various types 
of software whether it be cloud or desktop 
based. Xero is our recommended software of 
choice.

Xero for Bookkeeping
Automatic banking feeds, AI like features and 
straight forward data entry makes accounts 
simple to read and doesn’t burn a hole in 
your wallet!
Xero Marketplace
Collaboration with many different types of 
financial, CRM and marketing apps makes 
information consolidation a breeze.
Making Tax Digital
All software provided is MTD (Making Tax 
Digital) compliant, ensuring you don’t have 
to worry about submitting earnings data 
on time. You’re in safe hands! We have our 
clients covered ensuring all are registered and 
using compatible systems.
Instant Business
We have your accounting software and 
business banking ready to go. Ever thought 
you could have a business bank account and 
accounting software set up in 15 minutes? l

01482 770269
hello@whitethorns.co.uk

One Business Village, Emily Street, 
Hull, East Yorkshire HU9 1ND

E: enquiry@eznat.co.uk 
W: www.eznat.co.uk

T: +44 (0) 1482 
77 80 50

At Eznat Architects we have the skills to design sustainable homes featuring:

• More than average Floor, Wall and 
Roof insulation to reduce the need for 
constant heating in the first place 

• Water is becoming more precious every 
year with demand: 
We conserve water by using aeriated 
spray taps, special formed baths to 
reduce the amount of water used in the 
fist place. We can also use technologies 
to use and recycle rain water. 

• Use of super energy efficient glass on 
windows and doors 

• Clever use of renewables such as solar 
hot water panels and photovoltaic 
panels for electricity 

• Clever use super-efficient and long 
lasting LED lighting 

• Integral electric car charging to the 
garage or carport 

• Use of soakaway drainage instead of 
mains where suitable 

• Planting of trees and shrubs bearing 
edible fruit 

• Smart incorporation of vegetable 
garden patch within gardens 

• Use porous drive ways and parking to 
ease flooding elsewhere
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Back on track
It’s been a difficult year for Hull Trains – but its straight-talking 

managing director is relishing the challenge of turning things 

around. Louise Cheeseman talks to Phil Ascough.

he proud owner of about 50 Hull City 
shirts, as a schoolgirl Louise Cheeseman 
was regularly told off by the nuns of St 
Mary’s School for playing keepy-uppy with 
a netball.

She would peer through the window of 
the sweet shop in Chanterlands Avenue, 
not drooling at the goodies on the shelves 
but trying to pluck up the courage to 

go and talk to the shopkeeper, Hull City 
legend Ken Houghton.

You get the idea Louise would willingly 
accept the challenge of managing Hull City. 
Observers might say that, as managing 
director of Hull Trains, she already holds the 
only job that is arguably tougher. 

But Louise takes a different view: “I see 
it as a great challenge that we will get to 
grips with, sorting out the problems that 
are not our fault but are our responsibility.”

T
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“Not enough people know what Hull has to offer so I want to use 
Hull Trains to promote Hull businesses and Hull products.”‘‘

If you’re not aware of the challenge to 
which Louise refers, then you must have 
spent much of October living in that long 
tunnel near Grantham. A train caught fire, 
another one failed, and a company that 
only has four trains and needs three to run 
its timetable hit the buffers.

But there’s no defensiveness or defiance, 
just a determination to set new priorities 
and to achieve them.

As part of that process Louise is eager 
to explain the issues to audiences who are 
prepared to listen, and for much of the 
difficult start to the winter, that excluded 
a mainstream media too easily influenced 
by soundbites, phone-ins and the angry 
Twitterati.

The focus was on talking to businesses 
and listening to their concerns, reminding 
them that Hull Trains turned 18 in 
September and, in truth, this has been 
the only bad year. It’s easy to forget the 
accolades of the past when more recent 
memories are of disruption caused by the 
Beast from the East, and then the events of 
October.

The key message is that as an open 
access operator rather than a franchise, 
Hull Trains is unable to go to the 
Government for help.

Louise said: “We stand or fall by our 
own success or failure. We don’t have the 
Government standing behind us ready to 
take the keys.”

Sceptical faces at the start of her 
presentations have been transformed by 
Louise’s straight talking. Gradually you 
see audience members unfolding their 
arms and nodding in recognition and 
appreciation.

The questions that follow are searching 
and the responses are received respectfully; 
the applause is warm and genuine, because 
the guests want Hull Trains to succeed. 

Her address to the board of Hull Business 
Improvement District (HullBID) was 
compelling. So impressed were the leaders 
of some major concerns in the city centre 
that within minutes Louise was booked 
to expand on her presentation to a larger 
group at a HullBID networking event.

Whatever you might read elsewhere, 
the interview that followed the networking 
event was the only one she gave at that 
difficult time. This is it, and she took the 
opportunity to expand on her plans for Hull 
Trains, and to explain the possibly perverse 
notion that sitting in a less-than-half-full 
KCOM Stadium is a great way to spend 
your time off.

She said: “I have supported Hull City 
for 50 years, been there when we played 

Scarborough and we had to win to stay in 
the league. I’ve thrown pennies into sheets. 
I was there when the reserves played the 
very last game match at Boothferry Park.

“I will continue to support them through 
good times and bad. I have hundreds of 
shirts that I have bought over the years. I 
get the shirt every year even though I only 
wear it a few times.”

Her loyalty comes from having been 
born and bred in Hull, with everything that 
means in terms of overcoming adversity. 
She was a single mum of two bright girls 
who won scholarships to Hymers College 
and whose university ambitions prompted 
Louise’s move from a job in a bank to a 
guard with Northern Spirit.

She said: “I joined the industry for one 
reason and one reason alone – I wanted 
the money. I knew I couldn’t put the girls 
through university on my salary. I saw an 
advertisement for a conductor. I had no 
interest in trains. The first time I travelled 
on one was to go to the assessment centre 
in Sheffield.”

Louise describes how she finished top 
of the group yet had to fight to secure 
even a three-month trial because she was 
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considered “too posh”. But she got the 
job and became one of two female guards, 
shrugged off the laddish initiation antics 
of new colleagues and embarked on a rail 
journey that took her up the ranks and 
around the world.

After seven years she moved into 
management, and then came the call that 
catapulted her to a new level: “I was in 
the kitchen making my tea and someone 
rang to ask me to go to London where they 
were under massive pressure to deliver the 
Olympic transport mode. I had only been to 
London once. I went for three months on 
secondment and left three-and-a-half years 
later having experienced some amazing 
times and met some amazing people. It 
gave me the confidence I needed to leave 
Hull and build my network and career.”

That was followed by a senior role 
shaping the rail system in Sydney, and 
then a major project in Manchester. In 
2017 Louise was recruited by Hull Trains as 
service delivery director and in February this 
year she was appointed managing director, 
an interim role that became permanent in 
June.

Her agenda is all about looking after 
customers and staff, building strength and 
confidence in the business, drawing on and 
promising loyalty, providing opportunities 
for women to progress in the rail industry, 
and getting five new trains at the end of 
2019.

She said: “We are here to support Hull 
as a city and the surrounding towns and 
villages and we would ask them to be loyal 
to us during these difficult times. We are a 
strong business, we are here for the long 
haul and we have strong investment.

“The role is the hardest job I’ve ever had 
because of the weight of responsibility for 
the 120 people that work for Hull Trains 
and their families. I want the business to 
be a success for them and to grow the 
business for them and I want to bring their 
families in. We are very much a family 
business. We have aunts and uncles, 
brothers and sisters working with us 
and I want to leave a legacy of a strong, 
successful business that can offer a career 
for the people of Hull.

“When I was at football the other 
week someone who sits near me asked if 
I was the lady who runs Hull Trains. That’s 
what it’s like even if I just go out to buy 
a sandwich. People approach me in the 
street because it’s probably one of the most 
high-profile businesses in Hull, named after 
the city and people feel they are part of it. 
It’s lovely that people take an interest but at 
the same time it can be really difficult when 
things don’t go right because everybody 
has got an opinion and they think they 
know how to fix it.”

She places herself in the front line, 
travelling to London regularly, talking to 
staff and customers on the trains and on 

the platform, mucking in when her journey 
is delayed.

She said: “I was on a train that was 
delayed behind another one that became 
tangled in the overhead wires. We were 
stuck for two-and-a-half hours. I went 
into first class and helped with serving 
teas, coffees and curries. Then I went 
through the rest of the train offering 
drinks and snacks until we ran out. It’s 
just my background. I still do it now, 
clearing tables, serving drinks because it’s 
a good way to engage with the public. It 
also shows empathy with the crew. I was 
a guard for seven years and I have had 
everything that comes with that.”

As they say in Hull, behind every orange 
barrier is a silver lining. For Louise there 
will be more challenges to come with the 
remodelling of King’s Cross, but her efforts 
will be focused on getting her team ready 
for the new trains and giving customers 
the Hull Trains service to which they have 
become accustomed.

She said: “We are an ambassadorial 
tool for Hull. Not enough people know 
what Hull has to offer so I want to use Hull 
Trains to promote Hull businesses and Hull 
products. We are the only train operating 
company named after a city and we should 
use that more. I have worked all around the 
world with rail operations and I never cease 
to tell people where I am from – although 
most people can tell from my accent.” l
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For as long as she can remember, 
Sue Perkins has been at the heart 

of the pub trade. She tells Sam 
Hawcroft how diversifying has been 

the key to survival.

NO HALF MEASURES…
ubs used to be at the heart of every community. Before the 

internet, they were the “social network”. Before there were more 
than four TV channels, and before computer games, pubs were 
entertainment and sporting hubs. But the smoking ban, the 2008 
recession and the rapid rise in technology over the past decade 
have all contributed to a steady decline, which, it could be argued, 
that has been the steepest of any industry in recent times. 

According to The Good Beer Guide 2018, Britain has lost 28,000 
pubs since the 1970s. In Hull, it’s mainly the smaller, traditional 
urban boozers that have gone by the wayside (the Park, the Swan, 
the Rose and the Bull in Beverley Road; the Spring Bank Tavern 
and Tap & Spile in Spring Bank, to name a few), with others lost 
to development (the Yorkshireman, the Providence Inn), and many 
more re-opening briefly only to struggle and close again (such as 
the George in Walton Street, which, despite being yards from the 
KCOM Stadium, has never managed to make a go of it in recent 
times). 

So, how has Sue Perkins, who owns the Railway Inn at New 
Ellerby, as well as Hull’s Whittington & Cat and White Hart, 
managed to ride it out? She followed in the footsteps of her 
pioneering mother, Edith Crancher, who, after the death of Sue’s 
father, John, in 1967 at the age of just 28, became a pub landlady 
in her own right – something that was practically unheard of 
back then. Shortly after Edith became the sole licensee of the 
Punch Bowl in James Reckitt Avenue, she took her takings into 
the brewery, and they asked her when she’d be leaving. She 
replied that she would be doing nothing of the sort – she had no 
home, no job and two children to bring up. Sue says, “She was a 
formidable woman; she just worked and did it, because she didn’t 

P
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have an option. It wasn’t that she wanted 
to be a landlady, it was through tragedy 
she ended up being a strong mum, and she 
taught me that if you put your mind to it 
you can do things.”

Edith ran various pubs before settling 
as tenant at the Blue Bell in Sproatley. The 
Competition Commission had a hand in the 
family’s fortunes, too; in 1989, it published 
a report criticising the grip on pubs held by 
the “Big Six” (Allied, Bass, Courage, Grand 
Metropolitan, Scottish & Newcastle and 
Whitbread), which led to the Beer Orders 
restricting the number of tied premises that 
could be owned by large breweries. This 
enabled Edith to lease the Blue Bell and 
build a restaurant there. 

Sue trained as a chef in Leeds and 
worked at the Blue Bell for the next 18 
years before she set out on her own. “I’d 
had enough of only having one week’s 
holiday a year – because my mum would 
never understand why you would ever 
want more than one week off – so when 
my mum retired, I was more than happy to 
go on my own.” And when the time came 
for Edith to pull her last pint, Sue vowed 
that she would never pay rent again – and 
bought her first pub, the derelict Railway 
Inn, in 1999. Her two daughters were 
then 11 and nine, and, like Sue, they were 
brought up in the trade. “Now they’re very 
involved in the business, they can cook and 
do every aspect. I’m very proud of them,” 
Sue says.

She renovated the Railway and designed 
and built her own house at the back. 
She’d borrowed from the bank, which 
encouraged her to do more on the property 
side, so she later bought the Wassand 
Arms, in west Hull, and put four flats in 
it, as well as the Whittington & Cat, in 
Commercial Road, and the White Hart in 
Alfred Gelder Street. 

Not long after she’d got all of these up 
and running, the recession hit. “I had to 
pull the plug on the White Hart and go 
from 42 staff to 20 staff and really pull 
in,” says Sue. “Nobody was spending.” 
But it was the accommodation that 
carried her through. “People thought 
I was mad buying these pubs. I turned 

Whittington into a nine-bedroomed 
four-star accommodation, and I put all 
en-suite rooms in the White Hart. If I hadn’t 
diversified, I don’t know whether I’d have 
coped with the recession.”

Her mother’s work ethic made the 
difference, too. “My mum was very 
Victorian, so 60 hours a week was nothing 
to me; when I had to do 80 hours a week 
it was just working a little bit harder. That’s 
what you have to do, you have to care for 
your business – it’s your baby and you look 
after it, you don’t have holidays. Now I feel 
like it’s at university and I only have to come 
back now and again to pull everybody into 
shape.”

It wasn’t just the economy flatlining that 
Sue had to contend with. In the mid-2000s, 
about half of people had access to the 
internet in their homes; now that figure 
is 90%. Smartphone ownership has risen 
even more rapidly. And in 2005, the then 

Labour government changed the licensing 
laws that paved the way for pubs to serve 
alcohol 24 hours a day. Few pubs did, and 
fewer still do, yet supermarkets seized on 
the opportunity. “Everybody was getting 
mobiles,” says Sue, “and young lads were 
at home gaming, so the darts teams, the 
pool teams, everything like that stopped. 
Before, they’d put money in a space 
invader. We didn’t have supermarkets 
where you could buy such cheap beer 
– the culture just totally changed. On a 
Friday night the pubs used to be heaving; 
everybody wanted to know what they 
were doing on a weekend because nobody 
had mobiles. You knew there would be 
a plumber in that corner, and that’s how 
people got in touch, the networking – that’s 
all gone now with the internet; it’s cheaper 
to have parties at home.”

The National Lottery, which started in 
1994, was another key factor in the pub 

“On a Friday night the pubs used to be heaving; everybody wanted to know what they were doing on a 
weekend because nobody had mobiles.” ‘‘



industry’s demise, Sue says. “If people 
had their £20 spending money, they were 
buying a lottery ticket and staying in on a 
Saturday night and that was a big thing 
when it first came out. It hit the pubs 
because that spending money went on the 
ticket.” The recession, says Sue, “was like 
somebody suddenly turned the tap off. 
Thank God I did have another income.”

Sue had started to get back on her 
feet again when in December 2013, the 
Whittington and the Wassand were among 
many Hull businesses hit by the Humber 
tidal surge. Because she had to shut for six 
months for flood repairs, all her trade went 
elsewhere. It was the first time she’d had 
to deal with insurers, and, until a friend 
mentioned it, she’d never been aware of 
“consequential loss”, which is where a 
business can claim against the secondary 
loss of property and equipment due to a 

natural disaster or accident. “You’re against 
the insurance company but there’s nobody 
there that tells you how to deal with them, 
so that was a learning curve and something 
I hope I’ll never have to do again. But we 
dusted ourselves off and had a big revamp, 
put more bedrooms in the Railway, we’ve 
just done Four in a Bed and we’re up for 
the top pub in Yorkshire the White Rose 
Awards at Harrogate.”

An Old Town grant helped Sue reopen 
the White Hart last year, with Brough-
based Crafty Little Brewery taking on 
the lease, while Gill Ralph is running the 
Whittington, freeing Sue up to spend more 
time on property development as well as 
with her granddaughter. She’s active in 
the business community, being a member 
of For Entrepreneurs Only and Women in 
Business. “It was through talking to FEO 
that I decided to lease, and it’s nice to know 

there’s people there you can talk to and 
give you advice, and listen to other inspiring 
stories of entrepreneurs.”

What does she wish she knew when 
she started out? “What’s the old saying… 
turnover’s vanity, profit’s sanity. I don’t chase 
turnover now,” she says. “It’s a case of, is 
it making me money, and if it’s not… for 
example, we used to do outside catering, 
which, by the time we’d made all the effort, 
wasn’t really making that much money. I 
wished I’d learned that a long time ago, 
as well as delegating instead of trying to 
do everything – a lot of people are better 
at doing your job than you are!” And no 
matter what business you’re in, it’s all about 
communication, Sue adds. “If you’ve got 
bad communication in the workforce it just 
falls to bits.” And as much of her workforce 
has been with her for 30 years, I think that’s 
something to raise a glass to. l

“My mum was very Victorian, so 60 hours a week was nothing to me; when I had to do 80 hours a week 
it was just working a little bit harder. That’s what you have to do, you have to care for your business – it’s 
your baby and you look after it.”

‘‘
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Are you ready 
for the Making 
Tax Digital switch?
Compulsory changes to the way we submit VAT returns are being 
implemented by HMRC as of April 2019 and many businesses 
are still unprepared for the Making Tax Digital switch.

Pink Pig is your new financial friend 
for Cloud-based business solutions, 
assisting you in making the move to 
digital accounting.

Upload expenses instantaneously, 
invoice on-the-go and manage 
your bank transactions quickly and 
efficiently, all from the Cloud. Fully 
trained on various platforms including 
QuickBooks, Sage One and Xero, 

Pink Pig is here to find the platform 
that best suits your business and 
provide you with the services you 
need from software set-up to tailored 
training and on-going support.

Ensure you are ready for MTD 
and let Pink Pig relieve you of any 
accounting stress so you can focus 
on what’s really important - bringing 
home the bacon!

Visit our website 
to find out more at 
www.pinkpig.co.uk

Call Pink Pig today on 01482 646440 or email 
hello@pinkpig.co.uk to find out how we can help you.

-  Nourished by  - 
Harris Lacey and Swain

Is your head in the Cloud?

Making Tax Digital (MTD) is one of the 
greatest changes to business practices in 
decades. It will be compulsory for businesses 
above the £85,000 threshold to implement 
these new regulations by April 2019.

MTD aims to revolutionise the way 
businesses manage their finances, replacing 
traditional, tired methods of bookkeeping 
and accounting with quick, efficient 
and instantaneous access to accounts. 
Through the use of Cloud platforms such as 
QuickBooks, Sage One and Xero, business 
owners and managers can create quotes 
and invoices from their mobile devices and 
efficiently upload their expenses by simply 
taking a photograph. 

In the run-up to the deadline for MTD, 
QuickBooks recently teamed up with Hull-

based chartered accountants, Harris, Lacey 
and Swain, to complete the very first VAT 
submission on the HMRC public beta in 
October.

As the first accountancy firm in the UK to 
publicly participate in the digitalisation of tax 
using QuickBooks, Harris, Lacey and Swain 
have long adopted Cloud accounting and 
have been commended by software providers 
for their consistently innovative practices in 
MTD. Richard Lacey, partner at Harris, Lacey 
and Swain, fears many businesses are still 
unaware of the impending changes and the 
steps they will need to take. 

“Several years ago, I was convinced Cloud 
was the way the market was going to go, and 
it’s been an ongoing progress of familiarisation 
with the software and putting resources into 

it ever since. You have to embrace technology 
and change lest you literally fall behind the 
books!”

In response to growing demand for Cloud-
based solutions from new and existing clients, 
Lacey has launched a sister-company, Pink Pig, 
led by his colleague Billie Mcloughlin, which 
provides support and expertise to businesses 
adopting these new technologies. Recognising 
that no two businesses are the same, the 
Pink Pig team are fully-trained in a variety 
of Cloud platforms to ensure they have the 
best solutions in payroll and bookkeeping 
services that best suit their business, covering 
everything from Cloud conversion and initial 
training to full on-going support. l

Phone: 01482 646440
Email: hello@pinkpig.co.uk
Website: www.pinkpig.co.uk

Change is coming and Harris, Lacey and Swain have the 
solution. Talk to them today about accounting tomorrow.
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Hull’s First IT Recruiter 
Celebrate 2 Years of Growth

With rapidly emerging industries such 
as digital and tech now going shoulder 
to shoulder with some of the region’s 
more established big hitters, there has 
arguably never been a better time for local 
companies. 

It makes complete sense then, that a 
talent acquisition specialist who place 
technological innovation at the heart of 
their recruitment strategy, look to support 
the businesses who represent the forefront 
of this new business growth. 

Up step the new boys on the recruitment 
horizon – GB Recruitment. Based near Hull 
Marina, GB IT are making waves within the 
local tech scene and close to celebrating 
their second year of business and another 
year of sustained growth. 

Through their revolutionary new tech 

recruiter model, GB IT have combined 
true entrepreneurial spirit and drive, with 
the kind of disruptive and agile business 
processes that have been forged in the 
crucible of larger tech communities like 
London. 

Today’s businesses are operating within 
increasingly challenging environments, as 
companies relentlessly pursue new ways to 
optimise their products and services. 

GB Recruitment Operations Director 
Antonio Tombanane shared some insight 
into the culture at GB and how he 
navigates through a variety of challenges 
on a daily basis. “It’s a very fast-paced 
environment. We are now working with 
some of the biggest businesses we have 
ever worked with and are very excited to 
continue that upward trend.” 

“We try to learn every aspect of our 
customers products to understand the ins 
and outs, so we can source candidates with 
the skills to match the role.” 

“We focus on finding those individuals 
who can add value to a business, people 
who have the belief, skills and experience 
to help our clients take their businesses to 
the next level.” 

GB’s specialist recruitment consultants 
provide staff to a range of businesses 
throughout the North of England. 
“Working with specialist IT professionals 
across the digital spectrum, including 
Developers, Infrastructure, Project 
Managers, QA and Design.”

GB Recruitment work closely with clients 
to find the right people or team for their 
organisation on a permanent basis, or to 
supply contract staff to cover increased 
workload, absences and skill shortages. l

Tel: 01482 242240
Web: www.gbit.org.uk
E: hello@gbit.org.uk
Twitter: @recruitment_gb

GB Recruitment is aiming to triple its business 
after two successive years of growth.
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After a long career in the police, David Whincup decided that 58 was 
too early to put his feet up - so he started a nursery business. 

He talks to Sam Hawcroft.

IT’S NEVER
TOO LATE

hose of you who attended the BusinessWorks launch 
night on that balmy August evening at the DoubleTree’s 
Lexington Bar in Hull may remember founder Helen 
Gowland speaking about the man who inspired her to set 
up her magazine business. 

That man was David Whincup, who proved that it’s 
never too late to be your own boss when he set up 
Educare children’s nursery in Beverley at the age of 58. 
Twenty years on, the business is thriving and David still 
plays an active day-to-day role.

His previous career couldn’t really have been more 
different. He was a police officer, rising through the ranks 
until he retired as a superintendent at the age of 50. At 
the time, David felt he wasn’t ready to spend his days in 
the garden just yet – and, having seen an advert for a 
position with the Red Cross, he applied; he was invited 
for what he says was the first proper job interview of his 
life (not counting internal police promotions) and got the 
job. He worked for the charity for the next decade, and it 
was during this time that his idea for a nursery business 
emerged. 

“The charity had some premises that had unused areas,” 
says David, “and for some reason or other – don’t ask me 
why, I don’t know! – I thought this would be good for a 
nursery. I’d never been in nurseries before, didn’t know 
anything about it, but the luck went with me. I found 
somebody who was just moving on from another nursery; 
she said, ‘I’ll start one up for you,’ and we did, which was 
very successful.”

However, policy changes within the Red Cross meant 
this project was to be short-lived, so David decided to strike 
out on his own. He began a search for some land, and 
found a plot in Mill Lane, where the purpose-built Educare 
building still flourishes today. 

Having had no previous training in the nursery side of 
things, it was all about finding the right people, David says. 
“I always ensured I had a good staff and management 
team, and they’re the ones that deserve credit for the 
success it’s been. Initially when I was with the Red Cross 
and that nursery closed down, the next day I opened 
up and I took the staff with me – they were going to be 
without a job in any case. We took whatever children 

T

“I always ensured I had a good staff and management team, and they’re the ones that 
deserve credit for the success it’s been.‘‘
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there were left – about 24 – and we 
moved into the new premises and built 
on that. It was a case of doing a lot of PR 
and development initiatives. Now we’re a 
nursery with 110 children and a lot in the 
out-of-school club too – we’ve grown, so 
obviously I’ve done something right.”

In common with a lot of entrepreneurs, 
David was fortunate that his family were 
fully behind him – their support and 
encouragement was crucial in the early 
days. That can be half the battle for 
someone setting up a business and taking 
considerable risks; if your loved ones are 
urging you to go for it, this can often be 
the difference between taking the plunge 
or deciding it’s not worth the stress. “My 
wife and family were very much behind 
me,” David says, “because we committed 
ourselves to an awful lot of money; there 
was a heavy financial burden. I remember 
saying to my wife, it could go all wrong, 
and if it does we’ll just move into a flat 
or something and carry on. It was her 
attitude – she was very supportive, very 
understanding. It wasn’t a case of ‘don’t be 

silly, what if we can’t afford it, etc’ – you 
adapt, you carry on.”

Since then the family has invested 
considerably to build up the business, 
which has expanded to meet the 
continuing demand for nursery places, 
especially since September 2017, when the 
Government announced it would provide 
eligible working parents in England with 
30 hours of free childcare for three to four-
year-olds. Work was completed in early 
November on a new floor for the Educare 
building, which also includes a new sensory 
area that will benefit all the children, not 
just those with special needs, David says. 
“It’s nice to go and have a little nap in the 
afternoon, to have a nice quiet area with 
the right lighting and facilities around you.” 
Indeed it is; I could do with something like 
that in my office. 

There are also plans to develop a library 
within this new extension, as befits the 
name of the business – Educare: education 
through play. David is keen to point 
out that books aren’t forced down the 
children’s throats if they’re not interested 

or ready to start reading – but, as council 
budget cuts over the past decade have led 
to the closure of numerous local libraries, 
he feels Educare is plugging an important 
gap. “For various reasons libraries aren’t 
existing for the general public, and 
we think the children should have the 
opportunity to pick up a book. I’m not 
pretending they’re all going off at the age 
of five being able to read, we don’t push it 
that way, but just to help them understand 
what a book is and what it’s there for. They 
start formal education at five, and that’s 
the responsibility of others, but we want to 
prepare them for that and hopefully they 
find it a natural step forward when they go 
to primary school.”

This is an admirable aim, and I’ll try 
not to set off on a rant here, but it really 
does chime with my belief that regular 
reading from an early age is fundamental 
to a child’s development; it helps them 
learn about and understand the world 
around them; it instils in them the words, 
ideas, creativity, knowledge and wisdom 
that cannot be taught by rote; it offers 



an escape, taking them to places that their mind has never 
been before – and it doesn’t have to cost anything. Educare’s 
gentle approach towards this concept is to be applauded.

Like schools, nurseries are subject to Ofsted inspections, 
and as well as statutory safeguarding policies, Educare 
also has its own procedures developed over the years in 
consultation with parents – and the children, too. Obviously, 
the safety of the youngsters is paramount, and David has 
no issue with the raft of government regulations they must 
adhere to. “Generally, the regulations that come in are for 
the benefit of the children and that’s what we’re there for,” 
he says, “but in a way we don’t need regulation because 
we’ve got every parent who will tell you when you’re not 
doing things right! But we are very stringent on conforming 
to the regulations. You can have the best rules and the best 
safety and security, and it can still go wrong, and you learn 
from it, but if the child is hurt or damaged in any way, it’s no 
excuse. We’ve got an excellent management team and staff 
who are kept up to date in all aspects of regulations.”

At 78, David admits there may not be too many working 
years ahead of him, but “while I’m happy and enjoying it, 
I carry on,” he says. “When the day comes I don’t enjoy 
it, well, that’s the time you start thinking again – but it’s a 
family business; I’ve got three daughters, one who’s very 
disabled, sadly, and she lives with us, but her daughter, 
who’s currently at university, has expressed an interest – she 
wants to keep it alive as a family business, and she’s local – 
hopefully there’s some sort of future there.”

As well as the support he received from his family, David 
credits the business community too, and suggests that 
goodwill begets goodwill – there are lots of people out there 
who are keen to offer help and advice to those who have 
the right attitude and drive. “All businesses will say they’re 
not a one-man band. I’ve had tremendous support from the 
family, and excellent staff and management, but there are 
others you make contact with in business who are genuinely 
interested in helping you along the way, especially when 
you’ve come from nothing, like me. You are competitive in 
business, but at the same time there are many who are just 
happy to see successful businesses developing around the 
area.”

He is modest about being hailed as an inspiration by BW’s 
founder; “I’m flattered Helen thinks I’ve helped her along 
the way. There are opportunities, but you’ve to grasp them, 
and adapt, see what’s going and take full advantage. It’s 
never too late. Yes, you do worry, but in all levels of life you 
worry, and you overcome it – and if you’re doing it right, the 
worry isn’t there so much.” l

“For various reasons libraries aren’t 
existing for the general public, and 
we think the children should have the 
opportunity to pick up a book.”

‘‘
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Marina meet-up
Alan Johnson updates business 

leaders on the Viola campaign.

At the end of September we held our 
second BW networking event to coincide 
with the launch of issue 2.

Alan Johnson, former Hull West and 
Hessle MP, was the guest speaker in his role 
as patron of the Viola Trust. Sponsorship 
was provided by Hull-based law firm 
Andrew Jackson and by 1884 Marina Bar, 
which also hosted the event.

Alan updated the influential business 
audience on the campaign to raise £3 
million to bring the Viola back to Hull for 
restoration as a memorial, tourist attraction 
and training facility.

Mark Pearson-Kendall, managing partner 
of Andrew Jackson, welcomed guests to 
the event and spoke of his firm’s expertise 
in admiralty law, including their work as 
solicitors to Hellyer Brothers, who owned 
and operated the Viola.

Dan Poole, director of 1884 Marina Bar, 
said: “We felt it was appropriate for us to 
offer to host the event given our location 
on the edge of Hull Marina, which was the 
Viola’s departure point when she last sailed 
from Hull more than 100 years ago.” l



Dan has worked in the IT world 
for more than 25 years, consulting 
for such organisations as the NHS, 
East Riding Council and Lincoln 
University. He founded Jupiter IT 
Solutions 11 years ago with two 
partners from the NHS who provide 
IT support and cyber-security to 
businesses in the Hull and East 
Riding area.

cybersafe@jupiterit.cloud 

01482 97 44 44
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Cybercrime – are 
you protected?
Dan Gladstone, of Hessle-based cybercrime specialists 
Jupiter IT, explains what you can do to limit the risks.

About Dan Gladstone

Latest figures from the Office for National 
Statistics show that business cybercrime 
increased by 63% last year (including a 
150% rise in malware attacks). Figures for 
2018 have not yet been released, but are 
expected to be even higher, so it’s critical 
that you take steps to protect your systems 
and data. What can you do to limit the 
risks? We talk to IT support and cybercrime 
specialist Dan Gladstone, of Hessle-based 
Jupiter IT. 

Despite what you may have been told, 
you are never completely bulletproof from 
cybercrime, but you can limit the risks by 
not being apathetic towards the dangerous 
and profound effect an attack can have 
on a business. Ask yourself this question: 
how would it affect my business if I lost 
everything? All data, all backups… GONE! 
It’s not just the time and financial loss, 
but reputational loss too. Imagine, also, if 
80% of your business bank account were 
emptied and the bank refused to return 
the funds because you hadn’t been diligent 
in protecting your systems. Unfortunately, 
this does happen, and some businesses are 
unable to recover, when it could have all 
been prevented by some simple changes. 

Here are some things you can do 
immediately that will help limit the risks: 
1. Mindset. If you think you aren’t a target, 

or it won’t happen to you, think again. 
Open your mind to the fact you ARE a 
target and it will likely happen to you. 
Cybercrime is non-personal and effortless 
for the cybercriminal. The safety of your 
systems, the job security of the staff you 
employ and the data you hold all filters 
down from a change in thinking towards 
cybercrime. 

2. Team awareness. Educate your team on 
the dangers, particularly staff who have 
access to financial information. Look at 

implementing policies that safeguard 
your business from socially engineered 
phishing attacks, or cleverly constructed 
requests for payments. We have seen 
money lost through nothing more than 
lack of internal procedures, staff training 
and awareness.  

3. Your technology. Is your technology 
adequate for the size of your 
organisation? Is your IT provider reactive 
or proactively advising you on its 
security? Look at your firewalls, your 
password policy, your antivirus solution. 
Do you have a patch management 
solution in place? Do you even know 
what this is? Look at each and every area 
or ask your IT provider to highlight areas 
of weakness.  

4. Your disaster recovery. Some versions 
of malware can lie dormant and even 
infect backups. Ensure you have a really 
good retention of backups and also an 
offsite solution, preferably a cloud-based 
solution from your IT provider. However, 
prevention is always better than cure.

Cybercrime can be a complex issue, from 
the dangers of using public wifi networks 
(and the perils of network sniffing), to 
location services settings on your iPhone; 
and from the benefits of UTM firewalls, to 
setting up multi-factor authentication for 
key systems. However, regardless of all this, 
nothing compares to shifting your mindset 
to accept that YOU are a target and it 
COULD happen to you. Once you have this 
mentality, you naturally make it a priority 
to ensure the necessary steps are taken to 
protect your business.

Jupiter IT helps businesses achieve the 
Government-backed Cyber Essentials and 
Cyber Essentials certification, and also offers 
staff awareness training to limit the risks to 
your business. l



Business is not always plain sailing, but 
it’s more about the journey than the 
destination, says Mal Williamson.

Respect to you

Someone I know lost their business. A 
million people commented on Facebook and 
sent messages of condolence and support. 
A valuable service to our community has 
gone and a great person has to start again 
in some way.
Ideally, we would jump ship, wouldn’t 
we? Before she went down. Or change 
tack? Before we ourselves are dropped 
off the side? Another business is wrecked. 
Fortunately, there are survivors and we hope 
no one had too much bread on the water.
Meanwhile, the world struggles with the 
lack of evidence needed for politicians’ 
arguments as they drive historical economic 
strategies. Sometimes these seem to 
exaggerate the state of rich v poor. I tend 
to agree with rich people being allowed 
to be successful and successful people 
being allowed to be rich. Whatever floats 
your boat. And that freedom brings 
consequences. 
Money belongs to all of us. If you mess with 
trade you are messing with our culture, our 

environment. You are poisoning the water 
we all swim in. And we hope our politicians 
and bankers will keep our supply clean.
Avoid confusing this with the business 
owner. The business leader. This person has 
a project, that’s all. They perhaps started the 
show themselves? Or they joined the cast 
later? People turn up to enjoy their show. 
Some people get a front-row seat and buy 
the T-shirts, while others will complain about 
the beer price or other problems out of their 
control. 
Trade brings this show together and the 
business owner is a star.
Once treading the boards, the view is 
different. What seems so obvious and 
straightforward from the audience is now 
full of dazzling lights and murmurings. You 
know the facts or falseness of the energy. 
You can sense where the show is heading 
but then you realise the direction is up to 
you. Is this working? Do I like this? Is it time 
to improvise or stick to the script? Business 
owners, whatever floats your boat!

From the shore the ship is graceful and 
purposeful - floating on an infinite ocean. 
But once on board there are knots to learn, 
charts to understand and everyone you 
know is part of the crew. The view is not 
clear. Your moral compass may be distorting. 
Storms come quickly out of nowhere. 
Please avoid confusing these sailors with 
people who pollute the oceans, pirate 
others’ wares or steal fortunes. 
Another business is wrecked. This happens. 
The weather doesn’t care about you. Crews 
are always learning. Waves will drown an 
expert as easily as the novice. Business 
leaders are survivors. They set sails to the 
breezes and enjoy the sound of everything 
working at its best. The success is always in 
the journey because every journey will end.
And we accept the risks, the thrills and 
the struggle in order to feel challenged, 
explore and trade goods through the world. 
Sometimes an old captain gets to live out 
their days in a seaside cottage. Some lose 
an arm and a leg. Along the way we deliver 
whisky, medicines, music and beef. People 
work their passage and move on to new 
lands. Friends fall out. Lovers meet. Families 
grow up on the earnings of the voyage.
Whether chugging in a Cornish crabber or 
commanding a container fleet, the business 
owner is invaluable. Sailors do not seek 
treasure, they are the treasure.
Respect to you. I and so many others are 
looking forward to your next incredible 
voyage. l

Mal Williamson
www.creatorcoach.co.uk
creatorcoach@gmail.com
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Josh Sims meets Alex Innes, chief designer at Rolls Royce and the man behind 
The Cullinan – the British car-maker’s new all-purpose off-roader.

UVs do seem to be the way the car 
market is heading. It really has been a 
phenomenon in the car world,” says Alex 
Innes. “Certain people want that elevated 
driving position, the sense of safety and 
security that an SUV can give you - and 
no question demand for SUV traits is 
increasing. Where it all goes in the longer 
term is very hard to say. But the fact is that 
we expect a lot more from our cars now. We 
need them to be that much more versatile.” 

All the same, Innes didn’t quite expect 
to find himself having to dream up an SUV 
himself, not as a chief designer at Rolls-
Royce, a company best known for making 

imposing limousines. But he’s the man 
behind the Cullinan - the British luxurycar-
maker’s new all-purpose off-roader, even 
if, with all such vehicles at the pinnacle of 
the market, whether it will ever get its tyres 
muddy is open to debate.  

Whereas Rolls-Royce’s current roster 
of cars nod toward the spectral, or ethereal 
- Ghost, Phantom, Wraith - the Cullinan 
was more aptly named after something as 
hard as nails. Harder, in fact - the largest 
gem-quality rough diamond ever found, all 
3,106 carats of it. It’s a suitable name too 
for a vehicle that’s really nothing like Rolls-
Royce has made in its 102 years of history. 

It’s the tallest ever Rolls-Royce, and the 
first with a rear wheel drive system. 

“There was a lot of hesitation [about 
the project],” Innes concedes, “even if the 
opportunity to move into new territory is 
always something a designer welcomes, of 
course. We were uncertain we could take 
the hallmarks of our cars and put them into 
an SUV. Is it even appropriate for Rolls 
Royce to create an SUV? But the fact is 
that any luxury brand still has to remain 
relevant. And, besides, our customers kept 
saying to us that they wanted Rolls Royce 
refinement and didn’t want to compromise 
that when they went off-road.  

S

MAKING 
HISTORY
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“We were uncertain we could take the hallmarks of our cars and put them into an SUV.  Is it even 
appropriate for Rolls Royce to create an SUV?”‘‘

“We have a very direct relationship 
with our customers and five years ago the 
strength of these comments really started 
growing,” he adds. “We knew though that 
we had to develop an almost complete 
vision for the car before we committed to 
production. And, actually, simply defining 
the character of the car at the very outset 
was the biggest challenge to us, the SUV 

sector being so foreign to us.” 
Perhaps this is why Rolls-Royce belated 

entry into the SUV market has not been 
without controversy. Some have called it a 
£276,000-plus white elephant; others have 
compared it to a London taxi. But, if you sat 
down on some windswept evening, aided by 
a couple of stiff drinks, and tried to imagine 
a Rolls-Royce SUV, it’s safe to say it would 

be something close to that which Innes 
and his colleagues have brought to pass. 
That’s even if the look of the car does take a 
little getting used to - seeing that signature 
grill at the front of a higher, more compact 
vehicle is unexpected - while the counter-
intuitive idea of taking a Rolls-Royce up 
vertiginous inclines and over rocky ground 
takes even more.  
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“The fact is that we expect a lot more from our cars now. We need 
them to be that much more versatile.”‘‘
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Indeed, it was only when Innes looked 
more deeply into Rolls-Royce history and 
discovered some lineage for the company 
in this more rough, tough, outward bound 
world - the fact that the company was a 
supplier of military-grade vehicles during 
World War One, that T.E, Lawrence, aka 
Lawrence of Arabia, trusted only a Rolls-
Royce to take him across deserts, that some 
crazies once took a Rolls-Royce on the 
famously punishing Paris-Dakkar Rally - 
that he started to see a context into which 
the Cullinan might neatly drop. 

Not that this made the design challenge 
any easier. With a remit to make the driving 
experience ‘effortless everywhere’, to retain 
Rolls-Royce’s signature ‘magic carpet’ ride 
- at least when not off-roading, though here 
a self-levelling air suspension system does 
an impressive job of keeping it something 
like ‘magic shag-pile’ - but then to give the 

car genuine off-road capability, certainly it 
must have often all felt like a contradiction 
in terms.  

Yet certain Rolls-Royce attributes have 
played to their hand - its cars are known for 
their high torque, which works well for an 
SUV, for example, while the Cullinan has 
been given a modular alumunium space 
frame, reconfigured from the Phantom, and 
made 30 percent stiffer. 

Convenience is made a primary 
consideration - the Cullinan switches 
between on and off road readiness at the 
press of a single button, which among other 
things raises or lowers the height of the car 
by several centimeters; and there’s a lot 
of glass, making the car something like a 
mobile viewing platform, quite unlike the 
privacy afforded by the other cars in the 
Rolls-Royce stable but giving the Cullinan a 
different sense of grandeur. 

There are some innovative ideas too - like 
the option for a cassette-style device that 
slots into the boot compartment and which 
opens up into two swivel seats and a table, 
hanging off the back of the vehicle and 
turning the Cullinan into a kind of shooting 
brake cum picnic spot. But, all the same, a 
Rolls-Royce SUV? Really? This conflict 
between brand image and off-roading was, 
inevitably, something Innes would play on 
rather than seek to disguise.  

“Actually really early we saw merit 
in that juxtaposition of luxury and 
functionality and it got very playful for us,” 
explains Innes. “That’s why the interior of 
the Cullinan has very little trace of utility 
and that’s quite deliberate. We wanted it 
to be this capsule of serenity inside a car 
that was capable of going to the toughest 
landscapes. That was an ideal we carried 
throughout the car - refined inside, but 
reflecting a sense of purpose on the outside. 
There’s a visual toughness. It was a very 
careful balance to strike. I think we pulled it 
off and it’s something I’m very proud of. I 
love the side silhouette because it’s the most 
complex aspect in terms of making the car 
feel right - we deliberated over every line 
but that overall mood for the car is achieved 
subliminally by that silhouette. It’s what 
suggests what the car is capable of.” 

Might it also suggest what Rolls-
Royce is capable of? Innes argues that the 
advent of the Cullinan extends the brand’s 
“bandwidth”, as he calls it, so that it offers 
a broader range of cars with more distinct 
personalities, and, most likely, will bring 
customers to Rolls-Royce who might 
previously have never considered it right 
for them or their needs. But, more than that, 
perhaps the Cullinan has given Rolls-Royce 
permission to make other vehicles that, 
historically, have been outside its remit too. 

“Any brand has to keep questioning 
what it’s about, how it still chimes with the 
times,” says Innes. “You have to anticipate 
what future guise you might take. So, of 
course, now that we have in a sense broken 
the mould as a manufacturer of limousines 
by making an SUV, that has thrown a lot of 
ideas into the mix. Let’s say that there are a 
lot of interesting conversations around the 
design studio. But don’t ask me if we’re 
about to do something else as radical for us 
as the Cullinan. Even if I knew of course 
it wouldn’t be something I’d be able to 
share.” l

“Any brand has to keep questioning what it’s about, how it still 
chimes with the times.”‘‘
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ull Truck hasn’t half come a long 
way since its modest beginnings nearly 
50 years ago. Founded in 1971 by Mike 
Bradwell as a touring theatre based 
in Coltman Street, in 1983 it found a 
permanent home in Spring Street, where it 
remained for 26 years until the St Stephens 
development transformed the area beyond 
all recognition. 

The new Hull Truck in Ferensway, which 
opened in 2009, managed to preserve the 
old building’s intimate arthouse atmosphere 
while bringing it into the 21st century with 
modern facilities and almost trebling the 
auditorium size, as well as including a 
separate studio theatre. And since Shoot 
the Bull took over the catering contract this 
year, it’s beginning to become known for 

its food offering now, too, so if you want a 
top-quality, reasonably priced meal before 
you settle down to see some top-quality, 
reasonably priced drama, just park up in St 
Stephens (only a quid after 5.30pm), head 
straight to Hull Truck and you don’t need to 
go anywhere else.

In early November I’d booked to see 
Dark Winter, with my mum – and I thought 
we’d make it a bit special by pre-ordering 
from the a la carte menu (you need to phone 
a day or so ahead with your choices). You 
can, though, just walk up and order from 
the street food menu, which includes Shoot 
the Bull’s amazing burgers, but my advice 
would be to get there as early as you can, 
as plenty of theatregoers will be having the 
same idea.

We were shown to our seats upstairs, 
which is pretty much identical to the ground 
floor. “No frills” is how I’d describe it – I 
mean, it’s not really a restaurant setting, 
as such, more an open foyer space with 
relaxed seating and a bar at one end, but 
it does the job – the tables and chairs are 
basic, but fine. In a way, it reminds you 
that the play’s the thing, and that’s how it 
should be. 

It wasn’t long before the friendly 
waiting staff brought out our starters – 
curried parsnip soup, and smoked haddock 
fishcake. Both were wonderfully deep in 
flavour, with the soup having just the right 
amount of kick to it, but for me the star 
was the wholegrain mustard mayo that 
came with the rich, fluffy fishcake. I feel 

H

Sam Hawcroft enjoys a pre-show 
meal at Hull Truck Theatre.
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like I need more of that in my life, frankly, 
and I think I may start experimenting with 
creating my own. 

For mains, Mum chose the seared 
salmon fillet, which came with crushed new 
potatoes, samphire and tenderstem broccoli, 
and a caper and lemon butter. I had the 
melt-in-the-mouth blade of beef, which 
came on a bed of buttery mash and braised 
red cabbage with a crispy thyme garnish. 
Both dishes were packed with flavour – 
good, honest classics done very well, with 
no fripperies, and, thankfully, served on 
those handy round things called plates, 
which a lot of trendy restaurants seem to 
have forgotten the existence of. Mum said 
she wouldn’t usually eat the skin on fish, 
but here it had been crisped up beautifully 

(she’s clearly had too many poorly executed 
salmon dishes). 

Even more tellingly, she never went near 
the salt and pepper pots, either, saying her 
dish was fine as it was. Now, you don’t 
know my Mum, but I’ve seen her go into 
a state of mild panic if she couldn’t locate 
the salt before she started to eat, so I was 
a bit gobsmacked, to say the least. In fact, 
throughout my whole adult life I don’t think 
I’ve ever not seen her lather salt all over 
everything, so I take my hat off to Shoot the 
Bull’s chefs for their impeccable seasoning 
skills here.

By now we were edging closer to 
showtime, and our desserts arrived with 
just enough time to do them justice. We 
had given ourselves about an hour before 

we needed to go and take our seats, and, 
while that was just enough, in hindsight 
we should probably have arrived a little 
earlier. Even though the dishes are cooked 
to order, they are still made from scratch, 
and it was clear that the last thing the 
waiting staff wanted to do was hurry us. 
I’d ordered the chocolate brownie with 
chocolate ice cream, and Mum had the 
Christmas pudding with ice-cream and 
rum sauce. Again, these were both bursting 
with flavour; the pud was variously sticky, 
chewy, soft and boozy, while the brownie 
– well, it was just disgustingly, guilt-
inducingly fabulous. And to think Mum had 
told me just to order her a main course… 
I reckon she was glad I’d made her order 
the full lot for the purposes of this article. 

“Preserving the old building’s intimate arthouse atmosphere while bringing it into the 21st century with 
modern facilities and almost trebling the auditorium size.”‘‘
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Which isn’t to say the portions were on the small 
side – I felt they were just right, and by the end I 
was well sated.  

From there it was a quick stagger downstairs 
and into the main Heron Theatre. Dark Winter 
is the first in Hull author David Mark’s series of 
detective novels featuring the Scottish detective 
with the strange name, Aector McAvoy; it had 
been adapted for the stage by Richard Vergette and 
Nick Lane. I’d read the book, and wondered how 
the hell they would dramatise all the twists and 
turns and multiple plot strands, but they pulled it 
off admirably – the six-strong Ensemble 52 cast 
remained on stage throughout, and played multiple 
characters in multiple locations with the help of 
surreptitious costume changes, a few minimal 

props and some neat lighting effects. Afterwards, 
I bumped into a friend who said her son had gone 
to school in Hull with Peter McMillan, who played 
McAvoy. And here was me thinking the actor 
was Scottish – he’d got the accent down to a tee. 
Impressive. It left my mum wanting to read Dark 
Winter, and me wanting to read the rest of the 
10-book series (the latest, Cold Bones, is out in 
January).

It was the sort of night that made me proud to 
be from Hull. A near-sold-out Hull Truck Theatre, 
packed with mainly Hull people watching a Hull 
theatre group adapting a Hull writer’s book, which 
is set in Hull – preceded by top-notch food from one 
of Hull’s leading caterers. We should treasure them 
all. l

“It’s not really a restaurant setting, as such, more an open foyer space with 
relaxed seating and a bar at one end.”‘‘
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A milestone prompts Phil Ascough to reminisce on his early days in the newsroom.

It was 40 years ago…

What’s wrong with this picture?
Whisky, cigarettes, a can of beer and 

even a pipe, all in the workplace. Closer 
inspection of the greetings card reveals 
it was a leaving party but, in all honesty, 
there were many Friday afternoon drinking 
sessions in the Hull Daily Mail newsroom 
back in the day. And the cigarette smog was 
a permanent feature.

The realisation that June 2018 marked 
the 40th anniversary of starting my first job 
in journalism prompted me to root through 
old boxes and envelopes and unearth this 
picture, just one from a small but treasured 
collection.

I neglected to write the date on the back, 
but looking at the people I’d say it was from 
1981, or possibly early 1982, when the Mail 
occupied the building in Jameson Street 
which is now the site of various shops.

It gives some clues to how the media 
industry has changed, but the line-up 
obscures a couple of newsroom desks that 
would provide further insight. Each desk 
had a spike that served as an archive for old 
press releases, a sturdy plastic phone – some 
green or red push-button style, but one or 

two chunky, clunky and black with a big 
metal dial on the front – museum pieces 
even then.

The most modern typewriters were also 
plastic, quite sleek and made by Olivetti, but 
the best were the old Imperial machines, 
built to last in Hull, strong enough to 
withstand the enthusiastic hammerings from 
hard-hitting journalists, and the source of 
the constant clatter that echoed through the 
building.

The less organised desks would also be 
covered in paper – big, broadsheet copies 
of the Mail, small sheets of the copy paper 
and carbon paper to be inserted into the 
Imperial. One top copy and two or three 
“blacks”, make sure you put the carbon in 
the right way round or you’ll end up having 
to re-type. Empty food bags from Fletcher’s 
(early shift) or Yankeeburger (night shift). For 
many of the people in this picture lunch was 
usually liquid, and in the Hull Cheese.

Under all that debris, if you were lucky, 
you’d find a phone directory. I used to keep 
them for years – it’s amazing how many 
people who went ex-directory neglected to 
change their number.

On the wall behind 
the group you can just 
about see other essential 
resources – a map of the 
region served by the Mail, 
a who’s who, probably of 
city councillors, and other 
reference information. Apart 
from the food and drink, 
everything from the last few 
paragraphs can now fit into 
your phone.

Then, as now really, only 
the business reporter was 
interested in writing about 
business. What has changed 
massively is the volume of 
content thrown at business 
journalists by a vibrant PR 
industry that was still in 
nappies at the time of this 
picture.

Mike Ackroyd, a former 
Mail journalist who died at the end of 
August, was one of the first and finest PR 
practitioners, bolting commercial work on 
to the news and sport output from Mike 
Ackroyd Press Agency, which evolved into 
MAPA PR. Many have tried to follow in his 
footsteps as newspapers have declined and 
the PR sector has grown, but if you do a 
Google search you’ll see why Mike remains 
peerless.

There’s another piece to be written 
another time about the debt that the most 
effective modern PR owes to the best values 
of traditional journalism and it’s about ideas, 
insight, innovation, care, courtesy, resilience 
and resourcefulness. Keeping old phone 
books!

What of the colleagues in the picture? 
Three died way too soon, after developing 
nasty medical conditions. Four have slipped 
off my radar, although one of those is prone 
to making random appearances in some of 
my pubs of choice. The other two joined me 
in June for a lovely dinner at 1884 Wine & 
Tapas Bar, preceded by a few beers at the 
Old House and then Furleys. It was the last 
time we saw Mike Ackroyd. l
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To have your event listed here, please email sam@bw-magazine.co.uk.
Please note, while we make every effort to ensure these listings are correct, we cannot be held responsible for changes or cancellations – always contact the venue beforehand to check.

DECEMBER

11 Efficient and Effective Social Media, 
by Stuff of Greatness, C4Di, Hull

12 Mitigating Your Risk in a Post-EU Future, 
by Humber Business Growth Hub, Europarc 
Innovation Centre, Grimsby

13 BusinessWorks Winter Networking Evening, 
The Lexington, DoubleTree by Hilton, Hull

13 FEO members Christmas party, by invitation

15 Hull City v Brentford, hosted by Marketing Humber, 
KCOM Stadium

18 Be Your Own Boss, by E-Factor Business, 
The Enterprise Village, Grimsby

18 Company Incorporation - Lunch’n’Learn, 
by VSP Accountancy Services, C4DI, Hull

18 FEO Masterclass, Ron Dearing UTC (part 2)

JANUARY

10 Scunthorpe Business Club, 
The Cocked Hat Hotel, Scunthorpe

15 You Can Export: Optimise Your Website with 
International SEO and more, by DIT Yorkshire and 
the Humber, ERGO, Hessle

16 Lincolnshire Business Expo 2019, 
Lincolnshire Showground

24 Women in Business, New Year catch up at 
The Westwood, Beverley

25 Chamber of Commerce Members’ Networking 
Lunch & Speed Networking, Oaklands Hall Hotel, 
Grimsby

30 Employment Workshop - Wellbeing in the 
Workplace, by Rollits LLP, Hull

FEBRUARY

2 Hull City v Stoke, hosted by Marketing Humber, 
KCOM Stadium

6-7 Grimsby Renewables Partnership Conference and 
Exhibition 2019, Humber Royal Hotel, Grimsby

12 FEO360, KCOM Stadium, Hull

27 FEOignition Spring 2019, The Sewell Studios, Hull

MARCH

6 Bondholder Breakfast Event – Skills, 
Bonus Arena, Hull

14 The Remarkable East Yorkshire Tourism Awards 
(REYTAs), Bonus Arena, Hull

HIGHLIGHTED EVENT

Join us for the BusinessWorks Winter Networking 
Evening in partnership with the DoubleTree Hilton 
Hotel on December 13 at The Lexington bar. 
This is your opportunity to talk to the BW team, 
and to meet business people, business leaders, 
entrepreneurs and start-ups all under one roof. We 
will also be highlighting the launch of the winter 
edition of BusinessWorks magazine.

The event runs from 6.30-9.30pm, although you are 
more than welcome to stay behind and talk to your 
new connections and the BW team.
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l Free gated parking 

l Keyless entry/self checkin 
(personal check in also available) 

l Smart TVs 

l Super fast internet 

l Free wifi 

l Claridges beds  

l Child friendly 

l Long and short term stays 

l Fully serviced to include washer, 
dish washer, fridge/freezer, 
coffee machines, microwave, 
oven etc  

l Comes complete with bathroom 
and beverage essentials  

l Central to Hull 

l All amenities right on doorstep 
to include eateries, gift/
clothes shopping, hairdressers, 
convenience store etc 

l Free local hand made chocolates 
upon arrival  

l Discounts if booked via FB, 
Instagram, LinkedIn, Twitter & 
direct 

l Roof top communal terrace with 
STUNNING views of the Humber 

l Wheelchair friendly  

l Guest support nearly 24/7

NEW SERVICED SUITES

SMART TV, NETFLIX 
AMAZON – ALL INCLUDED

We Love HU
9-11 Wellington Street  
Fruit Market 
Hull 
HU1 1UF

Kenny Keegan 

We Love HU@welovehu 

we❤HU@We_love_HU 

we_lovehu

Direct bookings: 
Kenny 07799790023  l  Jules 07712635228

LONDON OPULENCE 
WITH NORTHERN 
SENSIBILITY



l Free gated parking 

l Keyless entry/self checkin 
(personal check in also available) 

l Smart TVs 

l Super fast internet 

l Free wifi 

l Claridges beds  

l Child friendly 

l Long and short term stays 

l Fully serviced to include washer, 
dish washer, fridge/freezer, 
coffee machines, microwave, 
oven etc  

l Comes complete with bathroom 
and beverage essentials  

l Central to Hull 

l All amenities right on doorstep 
to include eateries, gift/
clothes shopping, hairdressers, 
convenience store etc 

l Free local hand made chocolates 
upon arrival  

l Discounts if booked via FB, 
Instagram, LinkedIn, Twitter & 
direct 

l Roof top communal terrace with 
STUNNING views of the Humber 

l Wheelchair friendly  

l Guest support nearly 24/7

NEW SERVICED SUITES

SMART TV, NETFLIX 
AMAZON – ALL INCLUDED
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HU1 1UF
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Kenny 07799790023  l  Jules 07712635228

LONDON OPULENCE 
WITH NORTHERN 
SENSIBILITY



Join us for Christmas
Whether you’re planning the annual office party, gathering family and friends 
for a traditional Christmas lunch or want to see in the New Year in style, you’ll 

find the perfect event at the DoubleTree by Hilton Hull.

*    *    *

Contact us: 24 Ferensway, Kingston Upon Hull, HU2 8NH
Bookings: 01482 755 500 | events@doubletreehull.com

SERIOUS 
ABOUT 
STEAK

On the site of the old LAs, we bring you a new elevated perspective 
from our stunning rooftop cocktail bar, located on the 4th floor of 
the DoubleTree by Hilton Hull, with amazing views across the city.

 

Bookings: 01482 947459 | Info@mpwsteakhousehull.com

www.mpwrestaurants.com 
Bookings: 01482 947458 | events@doubletreehull.com

www.thelexingtonbar.co.uk 

MARCO PIERRE WHITE’S  
STEAKHOUSE BAR AND GRILL

R O O F T O P  B A R  &  T E R R A C E

Elevated perspective from our 
stunning rooftop cocktail bar


